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Intro
Welcome to the code.sprint 2022 competition. During this two-day competition, you will be
flexing your coding and UI/UX design muscles to create a web app!
This booklet provides some resources to help you prepare. In addition, make sure to read
carefully the Rules & Regulations and the Terms & Conditions on the code.sprint website.
We wish you the best of luck in the competition!
From the code.sprint undergrad category judging panel

Technical Overview
During

the

competition,

you

will

be

designing

and

building

a

web

app.

The judging panel has created a reference implementation of this app in 16 hours. This is to
ensure that the task given is possible within the timeframe allocated.

Platform
Your app must run on Google Chrome, Apple Safari and Mozilla Firefox. For the purposes of
this competition, having your app run on one of these platforms is acceptable – i.e., your app
does not need to be cross-platform.

Development Environment
You are free to use any development environment you wish. Of course, the client must be
written in HTML, CSS and JavaScript, however, you can use any server-side technology you
wish (Node, PHP, .NET, etc…). In any case, instructions on how to setup the system should be
provided so the judges can run your solution.
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Preparation Resources
The following resources will help you to prepare for the task. Remember you can use any
technology you are familiar with for the server-side component.

Topics you must know (This is the important stuff)
Client-Side
1. Building pages and forms using HTML.
2. Validating user input using JavaScript.
3. Styling pages and forms using CSS.
4. AJAX or similar (i.e., the ability to modify the page DOM without reloading the page).

Server-Side
1. Connecting to a relational or NoSQL database, depending on your preference.
2. Creating a secure login mechanism.
3. User registration flow.
4. Processing form data with multiple input types (text fields, radio buttons, check boxes,

text areas and so on).

Topics you should know to get a competitive edge
1. React/Angular/Vue or some other client-side JavaScript framework.
2. Bootstrap or some other UI library.
3. Facebook login mechanism.
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Submission Criteria
At the end of the time allocated to this competition, you must submit your code to the judging
panel as instructed during the competition. The code, including all assets and other resources,
must be submitted as a folder or compressed archive.
You will also be required to demonstrate your application running.
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